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Prowler tests Lourdes security
Late night intruder enters through unlocked door and is undetected for over an hour
By KEVIN SPIEGEL
News Reporter

On the morning of Friday, Nov. 5,
residents of Lourdes Hall were awakened by an unwelcomed intruder.
At approximately 3 a.m., Phillip
- Antagonists
James Molstad entered Lourdes Hall
See page 5 through a door that leads to the bakery in the food service area.
Molstad proceeded to wander
through the halls checking doors on
the south wings of the second and
fourth floors to see if the doors were
unlocked.
Molstad entered three residents'
- Forum rooms.
One of the residents stated that
See page 5
she sensed that someone was in her
room. The resident woke up and

Academic
standards for
athletes

Editorial Board
divided
- See page 4

found a male subject standing in her
room. She was about to scream when
Molstad realized that she was awake
and quickly left the room. Molstad
ran down a nearby staircase.
Another resident was reading in
her bed when she thought she heard
someone writing on her door. When
she looked up, she saw Molstad standing in her room. Molstad exited the
room after a brief conversation with
the resident.
In the first two rooms that Molstad
entered, the residents were not alone.
Both of the residents' roommates were
in the room with them. Even though
there was another person in the room,
one of the residents commented that
"it was still a really scary experience."
The third resident was asleep and
alone in her room, when Molstad

entered her room. She was awak- freshman resident Derek Perlich, who
ened when she felt someone touch- reported Molstad to the security
ing her stomach and hip.
guards on duty.
When asked what he was doing in
"He
was
drunk
and
her room, Molstad replied simply, discombobulated. He was walking
"I'm really drunk."
behind us and we asked if he was
The resident told Molstad that it looking for somebody. He followed
was late and that she had an early us to security and waited to talk to the
class. She asked him to leave and he security guard," replied Perlich.
did without any further conflicts.
While talking to the security
These are the only cases that have guards Molstad told them that there
been brought to the attention of the was a man walking around scaring
authorities, but there could be many girls.
more rooms that Molstad had visited
When security asked Molstad how
that night.
he entered the building, he told them
The reporting officer had said that that he broke in through the bakery.
"because it was so late and many When asked why, he replied, "I was
people were sleeping, it is hard to tell checking security."
how many rooms Molstad entered."
Molstad was apprehended by poMolstad was first noticed at a little lice at approximately 4:15 a.m. and
after 3 a.m. in the laundry room by was charged with three counts of tres-

Members of the State University Board tour Winona State: focus of the tour is Maxwell Library
BY DAVID SCHOBER

Native American History
explored at
WSU
- See page 9

Undergraduate
Teaching
leonference
- See page 9

Peace Corps
- See page 9

Women's track
competes at
regionals
- See page 13

Student Senate

One student and one
commencement speaker
will be voted on. Any nominations should be directed
to President Paul
Wawrzaszek.
An extra $100 fee is said
to be going to speakers
and activities at CST. This
was approved by the
MSUS Education Board.
Student Senate will be
looking into this decision.
Atentative date has been
set for Mr. WSU. The "Roman Empire is Back" on
February 10,1994.
The St. Cloud Conference will be held on Dec.
3-5. For info., contact
Senator Haley Downs.

Krueger stated that by having the
director in the building he is better
able to become more involved in the
lives of students.
"He becomes an advocate of stuThe state university board toured
main campus along with Lourdes Hall dent affairs," Krueger stated.
During the tour, the roles of variResidential College on Thursday,
ous student committees at Lourdes
Nov. 4.
During the tour of the Residential were also discussed.
The speakers who are speaking
College President Krueger stated the
total loan to purchase and renovate solely at the Residential College were
the building amounted to $7.1 million. also discussed. Eugene McCarthy's
The building costa total of $ 4.2 million visit earlier this quarter was mento purchase and the rest of the money tioned.
According to Krueger, Lourdes
is being spent on renovation,
Hall is able to afford these speakers
according to Krueger.
Krueger also said the amount of because of an extra fee paid by the
work involved in bringing the old students who live in Lourdes Hall.
'There is a $100 Residential Colbuilding up to code has been quite a
task. Asbestos had to be removed, the lege fee that is paid by all the students
boiler system needs to be changed who reside here," said Krueger.
John Reinhard, English instructor
drastically, and windows need to be
at Lourdes, keeps his office open to
replaced throughout the building.
WSU is currently in the process of students at all times.
"He leaves his office open and
changing the boiler system from a
high pressure system to a low pres- students are welcome to wander in
sure system, which, according to WSU whenever they want; if we need a
officials, does not need the constant book we just borrow it and bring it
maintenance a high pressure system back later," stated the guide.
Krueger said the commitment is
needs.
"We need to get the boiler done by greater in a residential college enviwinter or else the students will not ronment. It is impossible to judge the
have heat; this project is top priority amount of hours the directors put in
at Lourdes.
on our list," said Krueger.
"There is a different experience
During the tour, the site of Dan
Eastman's, director of the Residential here. The experiences that happen
College, apartment was also shown. here create more learning. There is
Ten dorm rooms are being leveled to total commitment," stated Krueger.
By next year all those living at
build the apartment, and, according
to the tour guide, all the walls will be
sound proofed. Construction is not
going to be done until after ThanksSee state board, page 6
giving.
News Reporter

- Book review
See page 10

- See page 13

See prowler, page 6

Krueger highlights renovations to state board

Cold Sassy
Tree

Women's
basketball

passing. He was released from police
custody later that morning at 11:35
a.m.
Molstad appeared in court on
Monday, Nov. 8, where he pleaded
guilty to all three counts of trespassing. Molstad was referred to Court
Services and will appear in court again
on a date that is still to be announced.
"I don't care to talk about it right
now," replied Molstad, when asked
questions about the incident.
When asked about his feelings on
the incident, Dan Eastman, director
of the Residential College, stated, "I

Josh Smith/Staff Photographer

Paul Wawrzaszek presents Corey Elmer, the student representative on the Minnesota State University
board, with a gift at a reception for the three board members who visited WSU last Thursday. The three
board members visited WSU to look at Maxwell Library.

Lourdes construction disturbing resident life
Students upset over construction noise and many find themselves unable to concentrate on homework

By JILL POMPLUN
News Reporter

Since Winona State University has
bought Lourdes Hall at the St.Teresa
campus, there has been a great deal of
construction going on in and around
the dorms.
According to John Burrows, director of facilities management at WSU,
there are two main projects developing.
The first one is to install new boil-

ers for heat and hot water. The
boilers that are currently being used
are from the Hiawatha Education
Foundation and are to be returned
by January when the contract is up.
John Ferden, director of housing
at WSU, thinks that the dorm will be
better off when the new boilers are
finished being installed.
"It will be more efficient to have
our own heating plant rather than
the old central heating plant from
last year," Ferden stated.
The second project that is being

worked on is the construction of the
residential college director's apartment, which will be finished after the
boilers are installed.
Burrows said, "The boiler project
will De done over Christmas break
and the residential college director's
apartment will be done after that."
There are also other reasons for
the construction that is being done,
which are to meet the new building
codes that have been established,
Ferden said.
Because the dorm has a new

owner, which is a state university,
there are new codes that the facility is
expected to meet. These have to do
with fire safety, electrical problems,
and taking asbestos out of the building.
When asked why all the construction was not done over the summer,
Burrows said, "asbestos was taken
out of the building this summer, because there could be nobody living
there while it was being done. Other
than that, there just was not enough

time to get everything done over the
summer."
The construction has been a great
inconvenience to the students living
at Lourdes Hall this year.
Stephanie Jacinsky, a sophomore,
says she has problems sleeping in the
morning.
"They start really early in the
morning, at about 7 a.m. and wake us
up," Jacinsky said.

See construction, page 6

Sport and studies Visitors describe Maxwell
as one of the worst in state
battling over
budget leftovers
BY DAVID SCHOBER
News Reporter

STERNIG
News Reporter

By AMY

The Winona State University football budget has long been a source of
frustration and controversy for many
students, faculty, and administration.
The issue, many feel, is whether or
not the football team is deserving of
the funding it receives when WSU
and many other state universities are
cutting back, or not expanding on,
academic programs.
The football team has the largest
budget of any of the athletic teams at
WSU. According to figures received
from WSU's student senate, the football team receives roughly $40,000 a
year from the student activity fee.
The football team also receives fund-

'ing through contributions from
alumni and other boosters.
The team is not allotted their
money on a need-basis. So, the football team, like every other student
activities program, must look to the
student senate for their funding. The
senate then decides how much each
program will receive.
According to head coach Tom
Hosier, the football team took a cut
of nearly $10,000 from last year's
budget.
"The team needs a working budget of at least $20,000 more than we
are getting right now," Hosier said.
Some people are questioning why

See football, page 6

Four State Senators visited WSU's library on Wednesday Nov. 3 to review the schools request for funding for
a new library building. The four senators involved in the
State Bonding Committee were: Leroy Stumpf, DFL from
Thief River Valley, Joan Benson IR, from Saint Cloud, Cal
Larson, IR from Fergus Falls, and Deana Wiener, DFL
from Eagan.
The committee toured the library along with other
sites which the University hopes to buy.
Elizabeth Ann Lange, dean of WSU's Maxwell Library, said the tour was short, and in order to deal with
the lack of time the tour only consisted of the parts that
need renovation the most.
"It was a 25 minute tour. The major deficiencies in the
library were focused on. The objective was to show that
a new library is necessary. The tour was very abbreviated," says Lange.
Lange also stated that all parts of the library have
problems.
"No part of the building is functioning properly for
the uses we need," Lange said. "Some parts have more
problems than others, namely the old stacks. That system
is a fire hazard and does not conform to the American
Disabilities Act."
Lange explained this by stating that there are no fire

escapes, and if there were a fire in the area, it could
easily engulf the entire area because there are no walls
to contain it.
Senator Larson agreed that there are major problems with the library's old design.
"There is no question the library is not up to our par
standard," said Larson.
Senator Stumpf also agreed the library had major
problems. "It is a sad situation for safety and for the
ease of using the facility. It is extremely difficult to
move around," says Stumpf.
Larson said, out of the libraries he has seen, WSU's
has the most problems and that renovation will be
looked into seriously.
"Compared to the others, it is probably the worst
library we have seen. It needs serious attention, " stated
Larson.
Lange said the renovation must also look to future
growth. She stated that for a school of our size we
should house a printed volume collection of 434,000;
the current library only houses a printed collection of
265,000.
Lange added, "the new library is planned for a

See Library, page 6
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State Shorts
Moorhead State University
Cultural diversity has made its way to Moorhead State.
MSU is starting to focus on the idea of cultural
diversity. Moorhead's students are divided as to their
opinions on the subject. The debate is on over whether
cultural diversity is just a fad or a way of life.
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WSU receives donations

The student senate cultural diversity committee will
begin a contest next quarter. The back wall in the
billiard room of the Student Union needs to be painted
using the theme, "A Celebration of People". So artists,
start gathering ideas!!!
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Winona State University presents Craig Lucas' Blue
Window on December 9, 10, and 11 at 8 p.m. and on
December 12 at 4 p.m. at the Dorothy B. Magnus
Theatre.
Tickets will be on sale starting November 29 at 10 a.m.

Cultural Diversity Contest
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WSU and Magnus Theatre

A course in Tai Chi will be offered at Winona State for
fall quarter. Registration deadline is Nov. 26. The fee
is $50. For more info., contactthe Continuing Education
Dep't. at 457- 5080.
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The Winona State University Exercise Science Program is taking registrations for the Morning Wellness
Program, which will begin on January 3, 1994.
Evaluation of each participant must be completed
before the program begins. Evaluations consist of
physical data, individual goals, and specific preferences
for wellness activities.
The program will be held on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday mornings at 6 a.m. for one hour each day.
Various activities are being offered, including lowimpact aerobics and body conditioning.
If interested, please call Dr. Randy Miller, director of the
WSU Exercise Science Program, at 457- 5208.
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WSU Morning Wellness Program

Winona State's Cardiac Rehabilitation Center received
a $700 contribution from the Winona Knights of Columbus.
In addition, the center received a $1,000 contribution
from the Winona Eagles Club to purchase new
equipment. The money was raised through charitable
gambling.
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Bring your books to:
Ca/IA.0444

13 VV/4-4,

St. Cloud State University

523 Huff-next to Papa John's
Fri. Nov. 12th - Fri. Nov. 19th
9:00 am - 7:00 pm

St. Cloud State University's Student Government has
turned over its responsibility of allocating funds for
student organizations' budgets. It will now be the
responsibility of a Finance committee. This committee
will consist of 10 members. SCSU is facing a minor
dilemma. They only have five members. SCSU's
student organizations may find themselves without a
budget if this Finance committee does not obtain five
more members.
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Corey Eimer(left middle), the student representative on the
Minnesota State University Board, talks with international
students along with others during his visit to WSU last Thursday.
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The first rules of holes:
When your in one, stop
digging.
Molly Ivins
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New process for financial aid
Federal Government implements new procedures in hopes of simplifying process
ceive their renewal applications between Nov. 26 and Dec. 26, 1993.
By BRYANT SCOTT
"This is the first time a renewal
Managing Editor
application process is being impleIt's a process that aggravates mented and it's designed to simplify
thousands of students on Winona the aid application process,” Roraff
State's Campus and thousands of said.
She explained that certain items
students on other campuses across
the nation —reapplying for finan- that usually don't change from year
to year are pre-printed so all students
cial aid.
The federal government has need to do is review and update the
implemented a new process for forms when needed.
Glenn Hansen, a senior social scithe '94-'95 school year in hopes of
simplifying the aid application ence major at WSU, said he could see
where the new process will be benefiprocess.
According to Sandra Roraff, cial, by readily having data that has
WSU's associate director of finan- already been filled out on previous
cial aid, renewal applications for forms.
This cuts down on the amount of
applying for financial aid for the
'94-'95 school year will be mailed time that needs to be spent on filling
by ACT to students who have ap- it out and it facilitates the process in
plied for financial aid for this cur- returning it faster,” Hansen said. 'The
quicker you can get the forms in the
rent academic year.
She said most students will re- quicker problems can be resolved and

students can receive awards."
Patrick Minnick, a freshman from
Camarallo, California, said it's a good
way to cut down the time needed to
fill out the forms.
"Now it won't be a hassle to actually fill out the forms," Minnick said.
Roraff said careful attention
should be paid to all fields for possible corrections or updating even if
not highlighted for updating.
She also warned students using
the new process should be aware of
two points:
• First, the renewal forms cannot
be submitted beforeJan. 1, 1994, and
students must use actual "1993" income tax information from completed
federal tax returns, in addition to cornpleting the parent section if they are
considered dependent.
• Secondly, students must indicate which school should receive the
application, even if WSU is listed, a

box must be marked to indicate WSU
authorization.
Roraff explained that not all students will receive a Renewal Application. For example, she said, "Students who applied for this year's financial aid after mid-October, who
have holds or who have changed addresses will not receive a Renewal
Application."
Roraff said those students who do
not receive a Renewal Application,
including students who are applying
for financial aid for the first time, or
students who lose their Renewal
Application, should fill out the regular financial aid applications that are
available in the financial aid office.
Roraff concluded by saying some
aid programs have limited funding,
and WSU encourages all students to
apply as soon as possible.
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It's Taran
Tulas Annual Turkey Coloring Contest!
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Heres the perfect way to kill a
couple hours. Just watch your
campus mailbox for a
copy of Marvin the
turkey, color him any
way you wish then
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name and phone
number. You could win up
to a $30 gift certificate!
Winners will be chosen over
Thanksgiving and announced
after break.
Additional copies of Marvin are
available at our store downtown.
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by TOM TOMORROW

SAY--W14AT A CoweiDENCE! I'M FRDA
THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY! HERE—LIT
ME SEE THAT! MAYBE I CAN MAKE

SOME NELPFUL SUGGESTIoNS!

Brian Basham
photo editor

Editor's note: The editorial board of the Winonan found this subject too difficult to arrive at a
consenus -- thus the rationale for the two editorials.

• and sports coincide?

By BRYANT SCOTT

Imagine the public mourning of students, faculty, and the greater Winona community
if university officials found football to be too great a financial burden. Last year, Winona
State came to a similiar conclusion regarding its track program and contemplated the
same for its nationally recognized women's gymnastics.
In lieu of WSU's current financial crisis, there are some who propose that football and
other major sports should be targeted for significant cuts -- if not total abolishment.
They rationalize that these programs serve no significant purpose at an institution
of higher learning. In addition, they assert that football players seriously undermine
the academic integrity and prestige of this wonderful institution, because their
collective G.PA.'s are "allegedly" lower than those of other groups on campus.
Moreover, they covet a university admissions policiy limiting enrollment only to those
students who achieve inordinately high scores on biased and contrived standardized
aptitiude tests (thus offering access to state higher education to the priviliged few).
In reality, funding for the WSU football team is humble and meager, and it's amazing
they have been able to accomplish the unparalled success of conference champions
on such a minimal budget; the player's dedication called for them to reach deep into
their own pockets ($40 worth) to purchase home jerseys for the '93-'94 season.
What of the great pride and gratification WSU students exhibit in supporting their
football team, and to say nothing of the student athlete, who contrary to popular belief,
is a wonderful example of what a well- rounded student should be able to accomplish?
Pragmatically speaking, (and unfortunately sexist as well) the men's football and
basketball teams are probably a better "PR" tool for WSU than Tom Grier's intrauniversity public relations memos.
Sports shold never take precendence over academics, but there has been no
mention of abolishing the Greek fraternities, the College Republicans, or even -- yes,
the Winonan.
This shallow argument is guised in financial concern for the university, but the elixir
of their call for idealistic reform is selfish and narrow minded. These open-minded
people argue that every individual should be consumed with philosophical thoughts of
realizing true democracy, social malaise, and liberal politics, but they have a total
disdain and contempt for those people involved in different areas.
To our young aspiring political pundents, if your true concern is to see that the
university maintains a high-standing academic reputation and that we have adequate
funding for our library, then you should direct your efforts towards fighting the merger
of the state universities and its chancellor, Jay Noreen. Not the football team and other
sports programs

By RANDAL McDOWELL

The mighty Warriors are finally winning. The students are jubilant, the
community is proud and the administration can finally boast about a team that
has proven to be so pathetic in the past.
Win, win, win, that's the motto of the Warriors today and win they will, but
I want every one, particularly President Krueger, to understand that if this
football team is given one cent more just because they have finally put
together a decent team then this university and yourself are cheating
everyone who came here to get an education.
The student body already contributes nearly $40,000 a year to the football
team and nearly $200,000 to the athletic department budget, while being
deprived of faculty, a decent library, and adequate study space.
We're being deprived, we're told, because of the economic mess this state
is in. Come on, that won't wash. We're being deprived because this university
and many like it have their priorities backward.
This is not an athletic institution, it is an educational institution and it is about
time that we start acting like one.
Now, I understand the economic realities facing this university and there are
many difficult decisions to be made about what should or should not be cut
from the economic pie. But we must rememberthat the last thing that anyone
should consider is the need to compromise between academics and athletics.
The problem is that this university is doing just that.
This university really needs to look at its reputation and realize that,
ultimately, a university's reputation is based solely on academics.
Employers do not care if you can catch a pass or dunk a basketball, they
want to know if you can write well, speak well and if can solve a complex
problem. In short, employers are faced with millions of graduation seniors
every year and they want to know if you can provide their company with the
skills and know how that will better their company. It's that simple.
If this state and this university had more money I wouldn't care how much
money went to the athletic department, but the fact is we don't have enough
money for our current academic programs and we need to expand our already
limited curriculum.
Ultimately, this university is not providing its students with enough quality
faculty, facilities and equipment that they need in order to compete in today's
job market and it would be much better able to do it if some honest and bold
cuts were made in our athletic budget.
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Letters to the editor
Some
electronic-mail
borders on poor
taste
Dear Editor:
On November 4, 1993, I logged on
to my VAX account and saw that I
had a new E-mail. After opening the
mail, I discovered what was a typical
(or so I thought) chain letter. My first
reaction was a chuckle — so the fruit
cakes have discovered the Internet.
But then I was concerned: millions of
people are going to be affected by
these crazies. All the time I was
scrolling down the messages (made
up of dialogs between different
people about forwarding the letter)
on top of the actual letter. Then I
reached the actual letter. I'm sure a
lot of WSU students are familiar with
this by now — the letter promises
incredible sex in ninety-six hours if
one forwards it and dire threats if one
doesn't. I understand this was a joke
by someone who thought he/she was
being very funny, but I find the
language of the letter in extremely
poor taste.
I personally know of nine other
WSU students who have received the
letter from different sources, and none
of them have fowarded it any further.
I wanted to track the letter all the
way up the chain, so I sent a mail back
to the mailer, requesting her to send
me the name of the person who mailed
it to her, but have not received any
response yet and don't think I ever
will.
Why don't people think twice
before sending trash to somebody
else?

Javed Ikbal

The Great
American
*Smokeout
Dear Editor:
Thursday, November 18th is the
Great American Smokeout,
Minnesota's D-Day. Because that is
the week of final exams, the WSU
Student Helath Service is celebrating
this event early -- the week of
November 8th. Reasons to celebrate!
-never having smoked
-having quti smoking in the past
-trying to quit smoking
-a friend, co-worker, or loved one
is quitting
-the fresh, clean Minnesota air
Persons trying to quit smoking
need encouragement and support, not
chastisement. For information on
how you can help a friend give up
smoking or how you can give it up
yourself, come to the Health Service.
We have very interesting FREE
materials and information this year
including headless matches with
messages, adopt-a-smoker stickers,
"tobacco free" buttons, Mr. Butts
brochures, and more. The video "Why
do you Smoke?" from the American
Cancer Society will be available all
week for viewing in the Health Service
waiting room.

Dixie Sokolik, R.N.,C.
Student Health Service

VOICE
YOUR
OPINION!!
Letters to the
editor
need to be
dropped off
at the Winonan
by 5:00 p.m.
Sunday,
the week prior to
publication. Place
letters in Bryant
Scott,Managing
Editor s mailbox,
located at the
front entrance
inside the
Winonan.
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)pinion
Impressions from the hypogeum
Nothing to talk about except t.v. The
DEAN KORDER
columnist

Anta onists

Packwood's diary not the question

Slow news week. Well, let's just say there was no news because of "Schoolhouse Rock." I can't wait until someone
that disgusted me enough to have to deal with it this week. who can sing "We The People" actually gets elected. Can
I could talk about NAFTA and the big debate, I could talk Bill Clinton?
about the increasing concerns for Hillary Clinton's health
5. "The A-Team" -This was the kind of show that was
plan, or I could talk about the forest fires that destroyed a so guilelessly inane that my mom would get physically ill
lot of California. I have begun to believe that the reason I whenever she saw my friends and I glued to the set. Kind
don't want to deal with suchissues is because I suffer from of like mothers whose kids watch "Beavis and Butthead"
some kind of shattered thought process. I feel this is due to these days. I would try to explain to her that Murdoch
the hours of
and B.A. "bad
television I used to
attitude" Brackus
watch as a kid.
(Mr. T) were simply
Today is the
metaphors for an
cable age, but I'm
American justice
sure that many of
system gone awry,
you remember
but I don't think she
television the way
bought it.
it used to be. Either
6. "Mork and
that, or I'm a lot
Mindy" -1 was in love
older than I think.
with Pam Dawber,
So for the sake of
and all the girls in
old times sake, I
Algebra were in love
thought it would
with Robin Williams.
be interesting to
Later on, I started to
give you a run
understand Mork's
down on the top
sexual innuendoes
ten shows that
and discovered that
were responsible
they lived in a really
for shattering my
trippy college town.
thought process, in
7. "Happy Days"
the hope that a few
- Speaking of spinof you could relate
offs, this was the
to these shows as I
father of them all.
did. So, without
You should have
multi-million dollar effects or the voice of David Lettermen, heard the buzz in the lunchroom when the Fonz tried to
here is the top ten list of shows that irrevocably shaped my, jump the cars with his motorcycle. In fact, with "Happy
and possibly your, thought processes.
Days," "Laverne and Shirley," "Grease," and "American
1. 'The Brady Bunch" - This one has become a natural Graffiti," I can't really remember having much of a '70's.
phenomenon -Old Faithful will erupt, the rains will come It seems like I lived the '50's instead.
to India, the big one will hit Los Angeles, and the"Brady
8. 'The Love Boat/Fantasy Island" night - Yes, for two
Bunch" will be on after school. It's as simple and beautiful hours on Saturday night, you and your slumber party
as that.
guests could be assured of having the best time Aaron
2. "Sesame Street" - Before I got out into the harsh, Spelling could offer. First, you could take a pleasure
uncaring world, Jim Henson had me convinced that the cruise with Captain Stubing, Gopher, and his other
whole world was free of racism, sexism, and pollution, and lobotomized pals while they immersed themselves in the
that I could probably count to twelve with relative ease. romantic lives of poor actors in the sunseis of their
That was also probably the last time most of us saw careers. Then Ricardo Montalban and Herve Villechaize
Hispanics, blacks, and white folks singing anything would submerge your 10-year-old brain further into the
together.
netherworld of modern American teleplay. I'd be hard
3. 'The Dukes of Hazzard" - Bo and Luke, (along with pressed to find anything more fun these days without
Starsky and Hutch), made me ask my dad why he didn't serious chemical alteration.
weld his car door shut. This may have been one of our first
9. "Roots" -This was "required watching," much like
"of course it sucks, that's why I watch it" shows. "Chips," "The Day After" and many Super Bowls thereafter. I was
with Eric Estrada, was another one of these shows, but the living in Minnesota, playing by the river and well fed on
acting wasn't as good.
candy, when this series hit me over the head like a plank.
4. "The Shazam/ Isis Hour" - This one was so cool, and I still have nightmares about the slave ship scenes, and for
it represents all the other great Saturday morning shows: the first time I felt really guilty for being so privileged.
"Grape Ape," "Hong Kong Phooey," "Scooby Doo," and
!0. "The Simpsons"'-'0f course, I didn't grow up on
"H.R. Puff n' Stuff," to name a few. Also, the only reason this, but thank God somebody else is.
I still know my "7 times table" and how Congress works is
Well that's it. I know your all asking about your
favorite shows that I somehow must have forgotten, but
hey, I never watched "Love American Style." I hope
there is more exciting news next week.

By RANDAL McDOWELL
news editor

By PAUL ZUZICK
columnist

Every day American people here of yet another one
of their trusted public servants abusing their powers as
law makers, and we still allow this behavior to go on.
I am referring of course to Sen. Bob Packwood of
Oregon. Sen. Packwood has been accused of 29 separate
cases of sexual harassment.
Indeed, this has not been a good year for the Senator,
but who cares? Prior to the Nov. 3 Senate election in
Oregon, Packwood was questioned about the sexual
harassment charges leveled against him. The good
senator denied any and all
"unseemly" conduct, and
then ordered his staff
members- to conduct a
campaign of threats and
intimidation to keep the
story out of the papers, and
to malign those making
charges.
Three weeks later the
Washington Post was at it
again, and ran a story about
ten of the good senator's
former associates who had
been subjected to unwanted
fondling or kissing.
He all but admitted to the allegations against him. He
lied to his constituents, conducted a smear campaign,
and attempted to block an ethics investigation.
Last week, Packwood went on the Senate floor to say
that material in his diary could also harm many of his
colleagues, and that the ethics committee could not have
his diary for review.
Mr. Packwood is wrong: the ethics committee can
have the diaries, and his threat of disclosure will not
work against anyone other than himself.
Let's remember that Packwood started theball rolling
by initially granting investigators access to the diaries.
But when they found interesting material and sought
further access, he changed his mind again, and began to
mount a technical defense to his "right to privacy."
Now it seems likely that Sen. Robert Byrd was right
when he asked for Sen. Packwood's resignation and said
Packwood has, 'lost the grasp of what it means to be a
U.S. Senator."
Sen. Byrd is right, Packwood has "lost the grasp," and
perhaps his marbles as well. You don't deny charges and
then later admit to them, nor do you hand over parts of
something that you consider private and then later refuse
to allow others further access.
Sen. Packwood put himself, his colleagues, and this
nation through two days of anguished deliberations,
only to prove that he must give up the diaries, and that
it is time for him and others like him to step down.

Most of us agree that Bob Packwood is guilty of
some form of sexual harassment. There has to be some
credibility to the accusations of more than 20 women
who have claimed that they have been harassed by this
senator. The issue is not if Bob Packwood is guilty of
those crimes. The real issue is whether the Senate has the
right to force Bob Packwood to hand over his personal
diaries, containing over a thousand pages, so that they
can be used as evidence against him. Does Bob Packwood
have the right to privacy?
The Senate in the
past has allowed many of its
members to get away with
crimes that most of us would
go to jail for. Congress has
constantly passed laws for
the American people, while
at the same time exempting
themselves from those laws.
The American
people are tired of this
double standard. With the
lack of trust people have with
Congress, the Senate feels
they must show us that they
can actually go after one of their own. They feel an
obligation to the American people to find the truth about
the allegations of harassment against Packwood. The
Senators have responded with a vote of 96-4, to force
Packwood to hand his diaries over, in hopes to restore
some dignity to this damaged institution.
At the same time we are setting a dangerous
precedent. Many people, including Presidents and
Senators, keep private diaries which detail the
accomplishments and failures that they have made in
their lives. If the Senate proclaims that they have the
right to force individuals to hand over personal
possessions such as diaries, haven't they just violated the
right to privacy? Will future Senators and Presidents be
forced to stop keeping diaries or journals for the fear of
someday being told to hand them over?
Packwood never expected those diaries to be
turned over to the Senate, and for that reason he probably
does have incriminating evidence in them. But with all
these allegations against him, are the diaries even
necessary? Isn't there enough evidence already out
there to use against Packwood, instead of being forced to
violate his right to privacy?
Bob Packwood is, ironically, a champion on
civil rights for women. He has an excellent record in the
Senate. That does not excuse him for what he has done
in the past. But at the same time, the allegations of
harassment do not give the Senate the right to violate
Packwood's personal possessions and his right to privacy.

Forum
Should athletes be subject to a 2.5 G.P.A.

Yes. It is a requirement for
graduation.

Dustin Hanson
' junior psychology major

Yes. You need a good GPA for
everything else related with
school.

Troy Sagdalen
junior business education major

Yes. I think its a good Idea to
have a 2.5 GPA requirement.

Michelle Madsen
sophomore medical technology
major

At least a 2.5 GPA. They are
going to school for a degree,
not to play sports.

Yes, I think It is a good Idea
because It will increase the
quality of WSU.

Heather Arent
junior English major

Kam Fook Wong
senior MIS major

Yes. They choose a major and a
minor and should follow the
requirements to graduate with a
degree.

Bess Freeman
junior art education major

department, it would have to apply accross the board to all university
oriented actvities, such as Student Senate.
Instating this policy would then prevent students in
Although some departments require a GPA above 2.00 for admissions or
good standing, from participating in athletics. To be for graduation, it is not a university policy. Then, it is up to the student to
maintain this CPA if they want to enter into or graduate from one of these
fair, and unbiased towards the athletic department, deparments, and not up to the athletic department.
I have heard some argue that athletics require much more time than other
it would have to apply accross the board to all extra-cirricular
Should athletes be required to carry a minimum GPA of 2.5? It is a
activities, so they need to have a stricter requirement
question that reflects the views of students, especially those of the student
university oriented actvities, such as Student Senate. academically to keep them in good standing. My reply to this is twofold.
athlete, but id does not take into account other universityoriented activities
First, just because all other extra-ciricular activities do not require as much
or clubs.
time, this does not mean that individuals do not put a lot of time into these
Because of this, the question leaves much room for undetected bias in GPA, after having attended for three quarter, they are placed on academic non-athletic activities. Second, many students work an average of 20-30
the responses of the students who consider it. If the majority of students probation. Also, some deparments, such as the deparment of business have hours a week, or spend as much time involved in hobbies.
answer yes to this, does that infer that they believe this policy should apply increased their admissions standards for minimum CPA above 2.00.
There has also been an argument that since students in athletics recieve
At this institution, the numerical value on a four point scale pertaining to
only to athletics, or to all extra-cirricular activities.
scholarships for these activities, that they should be required to maintain at
It would not be fair to specifically raise the minimum GPA requirement average academic performance is an even 2.0. According to the Winona State
least a 2.5 CPA. I respond to this by pointing out that we are not a Division
only for the athletic department. This would bean extremely discriminatory University undergraduate catalog, after 35 degree cred its have been attempted,
1 university, and therefore do not have the resources or funding to attract
and biased policy against the athletic department and the students "a student must have a WSU cumulative minimum grade point average of .. athletes by awarding many or even large scholarships.
. 2.00 thereafter to remain in good academic standing."
participating in athletics.
This numerical value (2.00) represents a "C" in terms of letter grades. This • Why should a student who participates in an activity which occupies only
As students attending this university, our primary objective is to obtain
value,
according to this four-point scale, is then the cut off of an average 4-6 hours of the week be allowed to hold a lower CPA than one who
an education, as well as it is the duty of the university to educate.
participates in athletics, an activity which occupies a significantly larger
Academics are then the combined, primary focus of both the students and student. And, according to this policy, an average student is considered to be
amount of time. The requirement for a minimum GPA exists in order to
in
good
academic
standing.
the administration.
Instating this policy would then prevent students in good standing, from indicate when a person is neglecting his studies and spending too much time
One way the administration can help students focus on academics is
out of the classroom on other activities.
participating
in athletics. To be fair, and unbiased towards the athletic
through academic probation. If a student falls below a 2.00 cum mulative
By CAROL HILL
columnist &
PATRICK WIECZOREK
photographer
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Prowler
Continued from page 1

Construction
Continued from page 1

have absolutely no idea what you
Cindy Rusch, a freshman, has
arc talking about."
Darrin Dahl, the director of secu- started to take some action against
rity, explained that part of the prob- the noise and is representing her floor.
"There has been a committee of
lem is that Lourdes Hall is too big to
be completely monitored at all times. residents formed with one represen'The amount of security that we tative from each floor and a resident
(Lourdes Hall) have depends on how assistant also. We have had a couple
much money the university can af- meetings so far and there will be anford. Right now we are doing the best other one next week," Rusch stated.
Ferden has also been at the meetthat we can with the budget that we
ings listening to the complaints and
have been allowed," replied Dahl.
The reason that the bakery door helping out in any way possible.
The students have been able to
was unlocked is because between the
hours of 4:30a.m. and 6 a.m., many voice their complaints at the meetpeople enter Lourdes Hall through ings and there has been discussion
that door, explained Eric Barr, the about money being given back to the
director of Lourdes Hall. Many of the students who are affected the most.
people in the food service and some The money Would most likely be
of the janitors use this door. This taken off next quarter's housing bill.
The areas of the dorm that are
does not account for the fact that the
door was unlocked at 3a.m., long be- affected the most are first, second and
fore any of these employees would third south, which have been put
into categories of mild, moderate and
arrive at work.
severe noise levels.
Rusch said that her room is considered severe and she has had terThere will be an additional rible disturbances.
"I can not sleep, study or be in my
security guard on duty in
room doing anything. The rooms
Lourdes Hall as soon as sometimes shake and everything
moves."
possible.
Rusch also said that there have
Paul Wawrzaszek been times when rooms have been
entered, power has failed and the
Charles Bentley, director of stu- phones have been disconnected.
'They have entered rooms and
dent affairs and facilities managedrilled
through the walls, making a
ment, said, "we (Winona State University) just recently purchased mess with dirt and dust everywhere."
Students have been given a choice
Lourdes Hall from the St. Teresa campus. There are many gaps that still to move to main campus, but Ferden
need working on, and it takes time to said that he only knows of one student who has moved.
fill all of those gaps."
Ferden stated, "Most of the stuBentley also stated that these
dents
like it there; they are just sick of
things happen. He does not see any
need to increase security. Although the noise."
Jacinsky said that she is sick of the
they would like to, the budget will
construction, but would never leave
not allow for it at this time.
John Kane, vice president of stu- because the rooms are bigger and
dent affairs,has authorized an addi- better.
tional security guard for Lourdes Hall.
'There will be an additional security guard on duty in Lourdes Hall as
soon as possible," replied Student
Senate President Paul Wawrzaszek.
When asked about what precauContinued from page 1
tions have been taken at Lourdes Hall
and the rest of the Winona State University campus, Barr said that "there
has been a floor meeting at Lourdes the football team is not receiving more
Hall and the students have been ad- money. Hosier agrees.
vised to lock their doors. The bakery
"In the four years that I have been
dooris now secured and is kept locked coaching here, there has not been a
at all times. The food service has also full set of uniforms purchased. This
been instructed to keep the door year the players bought their home
locked at all times."
jerseys themselves," Hosier said.
Barr also said that, "Molstad has
Hosier also said that there was not
never worked for security for Lourdes even a nickel left in the budget for
Hall, at least not in the past five years recruiting. The entire recruiting prosince I've been here."
cess was paid for by the gate proAccording to the police reports of ceeds.
the incident and the past employee
"When a team needs to depend on
files of Delta Security Corp., which the gate, there are some real probwas in charge of security at Lourdes lems," Hosier said.
Hall until Winona State University
Steve Juaire, agrees with Hosier.
purchased the building, Molstad has
"Unlike other schools, we have to
worked security at Lourdes for three put our gate back into our program so
years. Molstad worked in Lourdes that makes it hard," said Juaire.
Hall from 1989-1991.
The team is hoping that the successful season they had this year will
increase their contributions.
"Giving goes up with visibility.
Continued from page 1 At the other schools where I have
coached, people started coming out
Lourdes will have to attend some of the woodwork when the team was
classes at the Residential College.
winning," Hosier said.
Krueger stated, "next year it will
Juaire also hopes that contribube mandatory for all those living at tions will increase. But, he also feels
Lourdes to be involved in the Resi- that other programs shouldn't suffer
dential College."
because of the football team's sucKrueger also said WSU students cess.
have been living at Lourdes Hall for
"Just because the football team did
20 years and space had been leased well, and another sport didn't, doesn't
before but now it is owned by WSU. mean that another sport's funding
Lourdes Hall presently houses 430 should be cut and given to the more
WSU students.
successful team," Juaire said.

Football

State Board

Students also have strong feelings
about the team's budget and the issue
of whether or not the team deserves
more.
John Lennartson,Freshman, feels
that it is unfair for the sports and
clubs to be grouped together when it
comes to funding.
"They should have separate budgets for sports and the arts. They
should both then get the same amount
of money instead of competing,"
Lennartson said.

WSU MEN'S
CLUB
VOLLEYBALL
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGFOR
THOSE INTERESTED IN JOINING
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11
8:00 SOMSEN 301

When a team needs to
depend on the gate, there
are some real problems.
Tom Hosier
Ole Ryan asked, "What does the
football team do for the university?
The arts bring more to the community than the football team does."
But, there seems to be overwhelming support for the team in the student population.
According to Dan Knudson ,
Freshman, the team definitely needs
more money.
"We need more funds in the budget so that we can build a better stadium. That way we could actually go
to a game and be able to sit in the
stands," Knudson said.
JodyPeterson, Sophomore nursing major, also feels that the team
needs more money.
"We need better funding in order
to build a better program so that we
can compete in a new division next
year. We also need more funding for
recruiting and the traveling expenses
of the team," Peterson said.
"Out of all of this, we have not lost
our focus. It has made it harder, but
we did not let it get to us," Hosier
said.

Library

TOPECS:
General Information about the club
Information on Tryouts- Where
When
Information on Practices and Game Schedule
Any Questions call... Mike Stienessen @ 453-0925
Mark Lloyd
@ 457-9572
Lisa Pauly
@ 454-2357
Sue Vaughan
@ 452-0315

ALL MERCHANDISE

70% OFF
(Except Limited Red Tag Items)

*Men's *Women's *Children's
*Housewares *Jewelry *Bedding
New Shipment Just Arrived!!

Sylvester
Discount

Continued from page 1
growth over the next 20 years. Many
of the recourses that are now found in
printed materials may be accessible
from computer terminals."
Larson stated one of the main problems with WSU in general is the lack
of space.
"They have that many people
cramped into 40 acres?" Larson said.
Stumpf stated," out of all the committee members I spoke with, they
were all impressed with the need for
renovation."
He also said there were several
other requests for change on the WSU
cam pus,such as redesigning the road
system, telecommunication hookups,
and some changes at the aviation
school.
Stumpf considered the attitude of
WSU and its desire for change is going to help the process.
'There is a good spirit here. Things
seem to be moving well for the support of renovation on campus," says
Stumpf.
Senator Stumpf's office said no
decisions have been made. They are
still in the process of gathering information. Although the State Bonding
Committee has seen almost all the
universities in the state they have yet
to visit any of the metropolitan campuses.

Large Selection of Designer Fashions
Winona
(Winona Crossing)
Mon.-Fri. 10am-8pm
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 11-5

Red Wing
415 Main Street
Mon.-Fri. 9am-8pm
Sat. 9-5:30, Sun. 11-5

LaCrosse
418 Main Street
Mon.-Fri. 9am-8pm
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 11-5

79 E. 2ND ST.

452-4606

Presents:

BAR EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION NIGHT
Every Monday Night 9-cl.

Bring in Your Pay check Stub and Receive Happy Hour Prices All Night!

Appearing Friday and Saturday Nov. 12 & 13;
THE

OUTLAND BAND

WEEKLY SPECIALS:
Vikes & Packers games: 1/4 Taps during game + Free food at 1/2
SUN : TAP & GAME SPECIALS
MON : FOOTBALL SPECIALS THURS:ANY SILVER ANY DRINK
TUES : PITCHER SPECIALS
FRI & SAT:
WEND : ALL 1 CAN DRINK @ 4 SHOT & PITCHER SPECIALS

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals

all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social
activit Excessive anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
illness. Unfortunately. most of
us don't recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because
mental Illness can be treated.
In fart. 2 out of 3 people who
get help, get hetter.
For a free booklet about
mental Hines" and its warning
signs, write to or call:
National 111cntal Health Association
P.O. Box 17.189,
Washington, 1).C. 20041

1-800-969-NMI1A.

Learn to see the warning signs.

Revive with VIVARIN.
Use only ise directed. Contains caffeine equivalent to 2 cups of coffee.

©1993 SmithKline Beacham.
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WELL, CUBS WHAT?
FE WAS WRONG.
WE'VE MADE A BIG DEAL
OUT OF NOTHING-.
YOU SEE, WE DON'T
(HAW AN AtiVAL FEE.
MOVING- ONCE AGAIN,
WHAT
DAD DOESN'T KNOW
WON'T 11UKT 111141.

MEMBER

N OVU5

NETWORK 01993 GREENWOOD MUST (01ANY, MEMBER

0,: tint tl

b0,
"Vng
1,, 8t4t 55,

IF YOU DON'T (TOT IL
GET IT:"

Students,
Have a fun and safe
Thanksgiving break.
See you next quarter.
The Winonan Staff
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Variety

McGaa shares Indian heritage
By ZACH WILSON
Variety Reporter

Author and lecturer Ed McGaa spoke at the
Performing Arts Center last Wednesday, Nov. 3. The
subjects of presentation included Native American
values, struggles, and recent history.
McGaa, a member of the Oglala Sioux, is the author of
the books Mother Earth Spirituality, Rainbow Tribe, and
Red Cloud. His presentation focused, in particular, on the

Twenty years ago, I wouldn't
have been allowed to speak at
this college.
Ed McGaa
loss of Indian culture whlth occurred during assimilation
into western society. 't McGaa explained thi# this undermining of Indian
heritage occurred, in part, as an outside pressure from the
dominant society, but partly as a reluctance on the part of
Indians themselves to keep their traditions alive. Regarding outside pressures, McGaa mentioned, for instance,
that until the 1950's, Indian children were removed from
their families to boarding schools. Also, religious ceremonies were discouraged until recent years. "A simple song
on a drum; we weren't supposed to do that," McGaa said.

On the subject of Indians own reluctance to continue
past traditions, McGaa explained that "Most Indians
wanted to assimilate. Going back to spirituality wouldn't
promote this." McGaa did express some optimism over
recent changes in these attitudes. "Twenty years ago, I
wouldn't have been allowed to speak at this college."
In addition to these issues of preserving Indian
culture, McGaa's presentation provided insight into
some of the characteristics of this culture. In particular,
he credited Native American values as contributors to
some of the features of modern society which we value.
For example, McGaa explained that women's
participation in government was a common element of
Indian society, and that this element, for example, may
have influenced the encompassing European culture. A
similar suggestion is made for the concept of democracy;
a concept which, according to McGaa, was not solidified
until Europeans witnessed certain democratic features
of Indian life (such as the impeachment of leaders).
Just as McGaa portrayed Indian values as beneficial
for the larger American culture, he also described the
status quo as in some ways supportive of Indian attitudes.
For instance, he described recent advances in technology
as evidence for, rather than against, the existence of a
great spirit of some type. McGaa explained that the
Great Spirit which Indian culture refers to is not so much
a personified agent, but instead a "great mystery,"
"higher force," or "unknown," so that the complexities
unveiled by modern technology are consistent with the
Indian perspective. McGaa pointed out that recent public
interest in the environment is consistent with, and
supportive of Indian values.
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Tambedaln Jacobs/Staff Photographer

Eagle Man Ed McGaa, an author of two non-fiction books, spoke last Wednesday evening In the PAC
"'" it the Sundance and the Pow Wow tradition of the Ogalala Sioux.
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Jazz legend toots his horn in Winona
Maynard Ferguson and his Big Bop Nouveau Band perform at Cotter High School
By TERRENCE E. YOUNG
Special to the Winonan
The crowd gave a standing ovation as Cotter High School's Jazz I finished
playing Gonna Fly Now with legendary trumpeter Maynard Ferguson and his
Big Bop Nouveau Band on Tuesday, Nov. 2, in Cotter's St. Cecilia Hall.
Cotter High School was just one stop on the Big Bop Nouveau Band's ninemonths-a-year touring itinerary. On Nov. 2, Maynard Ferguson and his Big
Bop Nouveau Band played two shows at Cotter.
Ferguson, jazz legend, international famous big band leader, and one of
the world's greatest trumpet and brass instrument players, is now in his
fourth decade as a jazz leader, giving performances at concert halls, festivals,
jazz clubs, and universities around the world.
Before Ferguson's appearance, Cotter High School's Jazz 1 began the
concert with three songs. In the song, Grill and Chill, by Doug Beach, three
soloists performed. Monique Kierlin was on lead alto, Damien Fair was on
lead tenor, and Ben Baechler was on lead trumpet.
It's Only a. Paper Moon, arranged by Jerry Nowack, followed. Heather
-- Broad water, the Jazz 1 pianist, left the keys to sing a solo in this song.
The third song was Ceiling Dogs, by Steve Wiest. Kierlen and Fair had solos
in this song also.
Ferguson and his band followed Cotter's performance of Ceiling Dogs, and
did a variety of performing themselves.
The legendary trumpeter and his eight-member band played for over an
hour, pleasing the crowd and demonstrating the fact that 40 years of hard
work pays off, and leads to things like invigorating and ear-pleasing jazz
performances.
Spanning 40 years, Ferguson had his own jazz and dance band at the age
of 16. In 1948, Ferguson played in Boyd Raeburn's band, making his jazz
debut. Playing with such band leaders as Jimmy Dorsey, Stan Kenton, and
Charlie Barnett in the 1950's, Ferguson was a first-call soundtrack musician
for Paramount, including the film The Ten Commandments.
Performing on soundtracks was helpful for Ferguson. With the recording
of Gonna Fly Now, the heralding theme from Rocky, Ferguson found himself
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catapulted into the pop charts. Along with being nominated for three
Grammys for that recording, Ferguson had now done what no other jazz
artist was able to do at that time—cross over into the pop charts.
Ferguson's numerous and ever-evolving bands have created some of the
greatest names in jazz, such as Chick Corea, Bob James, Bill Chase, Chuck

Maynard Ferguson is a living jazz legend. I
loved every minute of the performance
Alyssa Ring
Mangione, Slide Hampton, Don Ellis, Willie Maiden, and many more.
Alyssa Ring, a sophomore English and special education major said,
"Maynard Ferguson is a living jazz legend. I loved every minute of the
performance."

The Peace Corps: not just
another walk in the rainforest
Not everybody is cut out to join the Peace Corps, but maybe you are
By KEVIN SPIEGEL
Variety Reporter

Many people believe that the Peace
Corps is just another group of people
that go around the world and help
those that are less fortunate. This is
what the Peace Corps does, but it is
not just what the Peace Corps is about.
There are three primary goals that
the Peace Corps tries to incorporate
in every volunteer that joins them.
According to Karen Phillips, the
Greater Minnesota and Wisconsin

m itt

The Peace Corps is about
bringing the culture of the
United States to other
countries.
Karen Phillips
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Area Manager, the Peace Corps is
about, "sharing an individual's
specific skills with less developed
countries in the hope that we may
educate those countries so they can
incorporate those, skills into their
everyday lives. The Peace Corps is
about bringing the culture of the
United States to other countries. The
last goal of the Peace Corps is that
each of our volunteers may return
back into the United States with a
greater understanding of another
country and culture."
The Peace Corps was established
in 1961, and since then has sent over

138,000 volunteers to help almost 90
different host countries.
The Peace Corps is not just a two
or three month vacation to another
country. When you become a
volunteer of the Peace Corps you
sacrifice two years of your life to the
good of helping those who are in dire.
need. These two years do not include
the three months it takes to train you
to be a Peace Corps volunteer.
Although the normal term for a
volunteer is two years, there are a few
exceptions. The Peace Corps will
immediately fly you out of the host
country in which you are stationed if
an emergency back in the United
States requires your prompt attention.
They will also fly you back as soon as
you are ready to go back.
While in the Peace Corps, if you
realize you are not cut out for the
program, you can leave at any time.
Because you are a volunteer, you do
not have to stay for the duration of
the two years. But it is usually expected that once you volunteer you
will remain for the entire time.
In most cases it is necessary that
all volunteers have at least a fouryear degree.
"Although we will accept anyone
as a volunteer, your chances of becoming one are much greater if you
have a college degree. About 95% of
our volunteers have at least a four
year degree," said Phillips.
The Peace Corps requires
knowledge in almost all facets of life.
When viewing the applications, the
Peace Corps officials generally look
for, "those individuals with skills in
trade, work experience, and a degree.
The degrees that we are in greatest
need for are Education, Math, the

Sciences, English, Health Care and
Agriculture. Although these are not
needed to join the Peace Corps, they
will greatly help your chance," said
Phillips.
Work experience is important, but
the Peace Corps does take students
right out of college.

"It is better for the host country if
the volunteer has as much experience
in the job market as possible, but we
do also welcome students to join us
because they have a great deal to
offer too," Phillips said.

See Peace Corps, page 11
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Small town woes, concerns
arise in Cold Sassy Tree
Sassy, Ga., around the turn of the
century. Cold Sassy is a small town
Literary Critic
with small town concerns — mainly
Simply put, Olive Anne Burns' what everybody else is or isn't doing.
novel, Cold Sassy Tree, is excellent Indiscriminate gossip runs rampant
here, with the smallest indiscretion
reading.
It's hard to imagine that I would providing fodder for the mill for days
have more to say, but I do, because on end. So when Rucker Blakeslee, a
this book deserves every rave I could widower of three weeks and a
possibly give it. Think I'm prominent businessman, up and
exaggerating just a bit? Perhaps, but marries the town milliner, who is
then you haven't read Cold Sassy Tree considerably younger than he, the
town goes wild with speculation.
and I have.
And caught up in this web of
This book takes lace in Cold
intrigue is Will Tweedy, Rucker's 14year old grandson. Cold Sassy Tree is
completely told from Will's
perspective. The book is a memoir of
sorts, narrated eight years after the
action has occurred. As such, Will's
point of view alternates somewhat
between that of a 14-year old and that
of a more mature narrator. Primarily,
it is the 14-year old who describes
much of what is going on, making for
some interesting observations.
The bulk of the novel is about
Rucker and his abrupt marriage to
Miss Love Simpson, his employeeand
a Yankee. After his wife dies, Rucker
decides to take the bull by the horns
and proposes to Miss Love, which is
actually little more than a business
arrangement — at least initially. Of
F it
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course, his family and the town arc
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scandalized at his behavior, and the
arc

by MAREN LONGBELLA

more humorously than the last. But
Cold Sassy Tree isn't all fun and games.
The novel has a feel for the rhythms
of life. Just when everything seems
fine, tragedy strikes — and not in
expected ways. Death has a prominent role, with several characters,
some considered essential and others
subsidiary, losing their lives in one
way or another.
The depiction of death is not
particularly depressing, however. It
provides a balance, giving the novel a
depth it wouldn't have had otherwise.
None are superfluous. There is no
gratuitous violence here. The events
though his 14-year old mind simply mirror what occurs in life,
sometimes can't comprehend all that most of which are met with aplomb
by the remaining characters. In Cold
it takes in.
Will is a teenager, and like all Sassy, death is a sad affair, but one
teenagers everywhere, is also caught that is woven into the fabric of life.
up in his own little biological drama. The residents are aware of this and
Will, too, is in love. He has a bit of a are often enlightened by the process
crush on Miss Love, and a thing for a of dying.
Perhaps it is theauthor's own bouts
town girl named Lightfoot, who is
with
cancer that color this novel. She
not quite sure of his place in the Cold
Sassy society. He knows this, but he died not long after the book was
likes her anyway,and concocts published. Fortunately for the reading
scheme after scheme to get near her. public, she left behind enough
One in particular leaves him in a rather material for a sequel, called Leaving
awkward position, something Will Cold Sassy. But read Cold Sassy Tree
Tweedy seems to be forever con- first. Its warmth and humor are
enough to offset any hint of gloom or
demned to endure.
Will finds himself in situation af- despair — even that which is
ter situation, each playing itself out generated by the book itself.
only one who seems to support the
arrangement is Will, who
accompanies them almost
everywhere and sees everything, even

Cold Sassy is a small
town with small town
concerns— mainly what
everybody else is or isn't
doing.
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South Carolina gave us tobacco, and now
they given us, Hootie and the Blowfish
The album "Kootchypop" forces the industry to sit up and take notice
By KEVIN SPEIGEL
special music review

When one thinks of South Carolina not many things of any great importance
come to mind, especially not pertaining to music. There have not been many,
if any at all, great bands that have come from either of the Carolinas, at least
none that quickly come to mind. But all of that may soon be changing.
There is a new band from South Carolina by the name of Hootie and the
Blowfish, who have been creating quite a reputable name for themselves in
the music industry. They have a new five song album out entitled
"Kootchypop," that was independently released and distributed by the band
on their own label.
"Kootchypop" has created quite a following for Hootie and the Blowfish.
They have received critical acclaim from both college and commercial radio
stations all over the country, as
being one of the best new bands in
the country.
As with any band, there is really
no way to describe their sound.
Their music focuses heavily on
acoustic rhythm guitars with catchy
electric leads, fast moving blues
scales on the bass, a back beat groove
from the drums, and a deep soul
sound with the vocals creating a
musical masterpiece that can only
be described as Hootie and the
Blowfish.
The first track the Old Man and
Me, was written by the lead singer,
Darius Rucker.
It was written about an older
man that came up to me and asked
me for some change," Rucker wrote
in the inside of the album. 'The
next morning I wrote this fictitious
conversation about his life, because
you never know what has happened to these unfortunate people."
The second track, which is receiving the most airplay around the country,
(especially on the east coast), is entitled Hold My Hand.. The song was written
by the drummer, Soni, and is one of those songs that get stuck in your head
and no matter what you do to get rid of it, it will never go away. The
advantage to this is the fact that, Hold my Hand is a great song and even the
band, "never get tired of playing this song," Rucker said in an interview.

In four years, they have managed to establish quite a devoted followin
and have already established a reputation for putting on an incredible live
show.
"For the past two years or so we have been playing three to six nights a week
along the East coast," Soni replied in a recent interview with KQAL. "We
generally play bars, shows at colleges, and occasionally we will play a frat
party. But most of the shows are in bars or small clubs."
Many people ask the band where they derived their named, and why they
chose to keep it.
"The story of the name dates back to when all four members of the band
were in school at the University of South Carolina.
Darius was in a chorus class and had nicknames for all of the other
students in the class. One of the students was nicknamed, "Hootie," and
another was called, "The Blowfish." One night Darius, Dean Felber, who plays
Bass and sings back up vocals, and Mark Bryan, who plays guitar and sings,
were all at a party. The two guys from the chorus showed up at the party and
someone yelled out, "'Hey here
comes Hootie and the Blowfish',"
and the name stuck in our minds
and is still with us today," Soni
explained in the interview.
"It is one of those names that
people can't forget. You might love
it or hate it, but you'll always
remember it," Soni said while
laughing.
Although Hootie's last album
was on their own independent label,
the band's manager, Rusty Harmon,
feels that things are definitely going
to change.
Hootie has recently signed a
major recording deal with Atlantic
Records. Now that the band is on a
major label, they will be able to
receive the financial support they
need to promote their albums.
Now with Atlantic supporting
them, you should be able to
purchase "Kootchypop" in almost any part of the country.
If you get into the mellower side of rock and roll, and enjoy music from the
heart with a little touch of soul, than you will definitely get into Hootie. They
have that stereotypical college music sound, (along the lines of the BoDeans or
the Del Feugos), but they pour more heart into their music than any new band
around today. From the first time you hear the catchy refrain of Hold my Hand
, you can not help but to be a true Hootie fan.

The Movie That Became a Legend.
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Foreman should stick to fight game,not prime time

By RON ERDMANN
Television Critic

Hello television fans this is Ron Erdmann here, ringside along with
Muhammad Ali, to bring you all the action of tonight's main event from the
Trump Plaza Hotel & Casino in Atlantic City, New Jersey. And what a
humdinger of a main event we have for you. It will be George Foreman,
fighting on behalf of his new sitcom, George, taking on the American televisionviewing public.
This is a very important fight for George. An impressive showing
here tonight would mean that there would be a definite chance at a long and
prosperous television career for the show. It is my opinion, Muhammad Ali,
that George Foreman may have bitten off a little bit more than even he can
chew here tonight. Any comments? (Dead silence.) Okay well, it seems
as if this fight is just about ready to get under way, so sit back and enjoy this
classic confrontation.
There's the bell, and both fighters are staying away from each other
in the early going. The American television-viewing public is wearing the
red, white & blue trunks tonight, while Foreman is clad in the solid red trunks
designed by Omar the Tent Maker. Foreman moves in and lands a series of
jabs, opening a cut over the television-viewing public's left eye! Foreman is
a definite character. He's funny, he's witty, he's got a tremendous amount of
television appeal; and he's using all of those traits to score some definite
points in the early stages of this fight. Oh-oh, it looks like George has a
tremendous amount of kid appeal a crushing overhand right lands on the
chin of the viewing public! Foreman is literally scoring at will in this first
round, and the American television-viewing public is in a little bit of trouble.
The premise of George puts kids in the spotlight; Foreman plays a retired
boxer who helps straighten out inner city youths, which could attract a lot of
the younger viewers. The TV public is covering up now; they're just trying
to make it through this first round. There's the bell, and the first round

definitely will go to George. If this first round attack is enough, this show will
become an icon—a sitcom juggernaut paving the way for ABC's Saturday
night line-up. Let's listen in on the conversation in Foreman's corner:
Trainer: Okay, you the man. You the man. They recognize you from the
Kentucky Fried Chicken commercials...
Foreman: Don't say chicken, please. Listen, I've got no business having
a television show. I can't act. I'm a boxer. I'm a retired boxer.
Trainer: Don't sweat it, you the

mean a break-out of shows starring rotund people with no acting experience
whatsoever? What's next—Major Dad's Dad, starring General Norman
Schwarzkopf? We'll have to see what happens in this round. There's the bell
beginning the second round, and Foreman is under siege!! The American
television-viewing public is rocking Foreman with a series of lefts and rights
to the head, and Foreman is on the ropes. The TV public has realized the fact
that Foreman may be a funny person in real life, but when you put him in
front of a camera and tell him to read some scripted one-liners, he's about
as funny as a jell-o mold!
Ali: Huh?
Well, I finally said a few words that my comrade here ringside understood. Foreman is in deep trouble now! The terrible time slot has resulted
in a tremendous right uppercut to the chin of Foreman, and he might be on
his way down now! That Saturday night timeslot is a killer. The ratings
haven't been too great for any Saturday evening prime-time show for
a while. It seems that there just aren't that many people parked in front of
the television at 7 p.m. Foreman just will not go down, even though he is
George Foreman
continuously being blasted by the TV public. If this fight isn't stopped soon,
George Foreman will be a vegetable!
Ali: Huh?
Foreman finally goes down! The referee is counting, and Foreman just
man. They love you. You're fat and cuddly, but in the ring you're as mean may get up to his feet. He's up, and the referee is checking him out.
Ref: George, how many fingers am I holding up?
as a snake. It don't matter that you can't act. You're a sports star, and you're
all over television, magazines. There's no problem.
George:
Friday.
Foreman: I don't see that Jockey underwear model, Jim Palmer, having a
That's it! It's over! George has been knocked out in the second
sitcom.
round! It appears that the American television-viewing public just won't
Trainer. Listen, it's no problem. The American television-viewing public watch any old sitcom after all. The show has to have good, believable acting
doesn't care if you can act. They want to sit in front of the television, and they in it, or the TV public will hate it, and the show will be cancelled. Well, there
want to like someone. They like you, so stay in there and hook off the jab. you have it, George is doomed. For the drooling Muhammad Ali, I'm Ron
Okay, Muhammad Ali. After a first round like that, it seems that Erdmann saying, 'good night.'
George has a legitimate chance at sticking around for a while. Could this

'Don't say chicken, please. Listen, I've
got no business having a television
show. I can't act. I'm a boxer. I'm a
retired boxer.'
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Singing their hearts out

Josh Smith/Staff Photographer
Jeremy Denzer and Michelle Livingston, along with the rest of the WSU concert choir sang a song for the members of the Minnesota State University Board at a reception held In Baldwin Lounge last Thursday afternoon,

Peace Corps
Continued from page 9
The chances of being accepted
"Every country has an alternative
into the Peace Corps do not rely
escape route, in case something
solely on degrees and work experishould ever happen."
ence. If a volunteer has a degree in
To many, the thought of going to
liberal arts, (which, according to
work in an under-developed country
Phillips, is the hardest degree to get
rises imagery of mud huts and mosaccepted into with), but grew up on a
quitoes.
farm, they have a greater chance of
getting accepted because they have
hands-on experience.
The Peace Corps volunteers are
not as young as one might expect
them to be. The average age of the
Peace Corps volunteer is 32 years old.
The majority of the volunteers left
their jobs to join the Peace Corps.
Many of the volunteers leave the
job market in search of greater experience. Upon returning to the United
LeeAnn Synder
States, the experience you gain in the
Peace Corps sets you apart from the
LeAnn Synder, Minneapolis Peace
rest of the market place. You learn
hands-on about how other countries Corps Representative, said, 'The livand cultures interact with each other, ing situations vary enormously, but
things that can never be taught in a most volunteers find themselves living quite modestly. The more rural
classroom setting.
Some people may wonder, "Will I your assignment, the more basic your
housing will be. In urban areas, you
be safe?" The answer to that is yes.
"The safety of all of our volunteers may have running waterand electricis always insured. The Peace Corps ity."
While in the Peace Corps, many
will immediately withdraw all of our
volunteers from any country where materialistic items are sacrificed, but
there is political unrest," Phillips said. there are also many rewards. Each

The living situations
vary enormously, but
most volunteers find
themselves living quite
modestly.

GOOD LUCK
ON FINALS!!

volunteer is given a living allowance,
$5,400 after your service is complete,
incredible language training, and
medical coverage should any emergency arise while you are away.
Married couples may also join the
Peace Corps together, providing that
they are both equally qualified. If the
couple has any dependent children,
especially infants or toddlers, they
will be rejected into the Peace Corps,
because the Peace Corps can not insure the safety of young children.
The application process for the
Peace Corps can take as long as a year
to be completed. For married couples
it may take up to a year and a half for
the entire process to be complete.
To raise your chances even further
of becoming a Peace Corps volunteer, you should learn at least one
other language. The two most demanded languages, according to
Phillips, are Spanish and French.
Some may think that the Peace
Corps is an invasion of a country's
privacy, but this is not the case. The
Peace Corps only sends its volunteers to countries that ask for the assistance of the volunteers.
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PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

reality summer
internship
Our difference
is your direction
That's not a slogan. It's a
philosophy. It means we let
our people take the lead in
shaping tomorrow's health
care - and we follow them
into the future. You can be
part of it: Differentiated
nursing case management in
a decentralized work
environment. Fill out
the coupon below
and we'll fill you in
on our internship.
Challenge and
reward await you at
Lutheran HospitalLa Crosse.

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T
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Please tell me more about Reality
Summer internships at Lutheran
Hospital, a 402-bed regional referral
center in scenic La Crosse, Wis.
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Address
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City/State/Zip
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At TIAA-CREF we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA CREF on your side.
-

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Name

Return to:

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
ifyou begin saving just $ioo a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $154,o31*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$211 a month to reach the same goal.

Resource Planning & Recruitment
Dept. AB24
Lutheran Hospital-La Crosse
1910 South Ave.
La Crosse, WI 54601

e;A LUTHERAN HOSPITAL

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it s:

v

LA CROSSE

J

'Assuming an interest mu of 6.50% credited to TIAA Retirement Annuities. This rate is used solely to 'bow tbe power and effect of compounding. Lower or higher rates would
produce very different results. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Service,
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Sports
Spikers end
conference in
fourth place
Team seeded fourth in NAIA District 13 playoffs
By KEVIN BECHARD
Assistant Sports Editor
Upon coming to the end of a season, the schedule tends to lighten up
quite a bit, and the Winona State
University volleyball spikers saw this
as an opportunity to relax as they
only competed in two matches last
week.
The Warriors made a road trip to
Dubuque, Iowa on Monday evening
where they took part in the Lora's
College Triangular.
All of the matches were determined by the best two-out-of-three
games. This did not intimidate the
Warriors the least bit as they wasted
little time in beating Loras College in
two games of 15-10 and 15-12.
It was Karlyn Keuter's turn to be
in the spotlight as she led her offensive line with 11 kills. Steph Rieder
placed ten and she went down for six
digs. Susan Vaughan also settled for
double digits in digs as she took credit
for ten. Setter Amy Ball helped to
support the offensive scoring as she
placed 37 assists.
In the Warriors second and final
game of the triangular match, WSU
continued their momentum from the
first match against Loras as they
nearly shut out Viterbo by a score of
15-1. The second match was somewhat closer in scoring, but the Warriors prevented a possible third match
as their offense and defense closed
out the sweep with a 15-10 win.
Rieder was the team-leader in kills
this time as she placed ten. Vaughan
again took credit for ten digs, and
Ball paced her offense with 27 assists.
Unfortunately, the Warriors season did not end with a win as they
lost to Southwest State 3-1. The scores
were not determined by a large
amount as WSU won the first game
15-13, but lost the following three15-13, 15-11, and 15-9.
Although this was the last conference match and regular season game,
it also helped determine the final
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference standings and first round

pairings for the NAIA District 13 playoffs.
Although the Warriors won the
first match as they came from behind, the Mustangs continued to hold
a grunge against the Warriors as they
lost to WSU on October 8th during
the NSIC Tournament.
The Warriors had a chance to send
this match into a fifth game, but officials stalled play in the fourth match
with Southwest in the lead 11-9 to
question whether the Mustangs had
hit the ball four times on their side of
the net before returning it to the
Warriors. The final answer among
the officials was a "no," and this timeout unfortunately stopped WSU's
offensive momentum. The Mustangs
then quickly finished the match as
they wasted no time in adding the
four points to claim the match victory.
According to Vaughan, her team
played strong defense, but was unable to spark their offense.
Rieder again led her team in offensive attacks as she put down 17
kills and had 23 digs. Shannon
Steinfeldt powered 12 kills, went
down for 14 digs, and had two solo
blocks. Nichole Heiar rounded off
the list of kills as she added nine to
the offensive scoring. Ball supported
her offense with 46 assists and added
13 digs.
The loss dropped the Warriors
from third place to a fourth place
finish in the NSIC and gave them an
overall record of 22-19. Southwest
State claimed third place as they finished 8-4 in the conference with a 2021 record overall.
Coach JoEllen Bailey felt that this
game was not only for the third place
seat in the NSIC, but it was also for
pride among the team. She felt that
her team played well until the end of
the fourth match.
Today, the Warriors (seeded
fourth) take on the No. 1 seed and
host Moorhead State Dragons in District play. If WSU can pull off the
upset, it will be in the championship
game on Saturday.

Larson qualifies
Division

Amy Ball looks on as Nicole Heiar's spike attempt is blocked by a defender from Southwest State during the Warriors' 3-1 loss against the
Mustangs.

Despite loss, playoffs still
possible with win in Dome

By JEREMY FALCH
Sports Reporter

On Saturday in the NCAA division II North Central Region Cross
Country meet in Brookings,South Dakota, Winona State University's
Kendra Larson finished eleventh to qualify her for the National Championship.
Larson, a senior, ran the five kilometer course in 18:51.55, her personal
best. It is uncertain whether or not Larson will compete in thenational meet
on November 22nd in Riverside,California, because the entire teatrt takes
part in the NAIA Nationals on November 20th in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
The Warrior runners had an incomplete team on Saturday for the race.
Jessica Sonnek placed 62nd in 20:55.48 and Cecilia Longoria placed 69th in
21:07.55.
.'

Winonan
Athlete of the Week

All-NSIC Cross Country team

Kendra Larson, Cross Country
Larson ran a personal best time of
18:51.55 in the NCAA Div. II North
Central Region meet, earning a spot
in the national meet in California.

Kendra Larson

WSU SR

Jessica Sonnek

WSU SO

Karen Walczak

UMD FR

Jenny Madland

UMD JR *

Jami Fiechtner

NSU SO

Molly Madland

UMD SO

Marie McCracken UMD FR
Kris Pipal

NSU SO

Alena Grabowski UMD SO

Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference

Standings

Carin Carlson

UMD FR

Nicole Lewno

NSU FR

Kim Stewart

NSU FR

VOLLEYBALL W-L O'all

Coach: Eleanor Rynda, UMD

22-13
23-11
20-21
22-19
14-27
18-14
11-24

* - Repeat All-NSIC selections

UM-Duluth
Moorhead State
Southwest State
Winona State
Northern State
UM-Morris
Bemidji State

FOOTBALL
Winona State

UM-Duluth
Moorhead State
Northern State
Southwest State
UM-Morris
Bemidji State

11-1
8-4
8-4
6-6
4-8
3-9
2-10

W-L

O'all

5-1
4-2
4-2
4-2
3-3
1-5
0-6

6-3
7-3
6-3
5-4
4-5
2-8
0-9

w
S
U

Tom Loucks/WSU Photo Services

BY JEFFREY KASPER
Sports Reporter
'

The Winona State University football team invaded Marshall, Minn.
on Saturday with intentions of putting a playoff bid well within reach
with only one game remaining.
What the Warriors did not expect
was a charged up Southwest State
University team who were ready to
stop the unbeaten Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference champions.
The game was dominated early
by Southwest State, who managed to
hang on to a resurging Warrior team
late and win the battle 25-18.
The loss broke the Warriors string
of four straight victories and dropped
their record 5-1 in the NSIC and 6-3
overall.
Coach Tom Hosier commented
on his team. "It makes me sad and it
disappoints me that we blew this
game.
"Southwest played as good a
game as they could and they just beat
us."
The Mustangs took advantage of
a powerful offense and big mistakes
to score three times in the first half to
take a 18-3 lead with only 1 minute
remaining in the half.
"I thought it was going to be a
long afternoon after we were down
18-3," said Hosier.
But just when it looked like the
Warriors were out of the game, Colby
Vogt drove the team 66 yards on 7
plays in just 56 seconds. The score
came on a 8-yard touchdown pass to
Scott Schmaltz.
With a successful 2-point pass to

The Week Ahead

Wednesday
Nov. 10

FOOTBALL
VOLLEYBALL

Dexter General, the Warriors went
into halftime only down by 7 with
the score 18-11.
The second half started out well
for the Winona State team, who took
the kickoff and marched 69 yards
down the field. WSU scored the
touchdown on a 1-yard run by Dave
Ludy and a good kick by Jason Young
made the game tied at 18.
"I thought we had the momentum going into halftime," said Hosier.
"Our offense responded twice with a
two-minute drill and a long drive to
tie the game.
"At this point I thought there was
no way we could lose with the way
we've been playing." added Hosier.
The Mustang defense would kick
into high gear though, and the Warriors would fail to score the rest of the
game.
Southwest State scored the gamewinner with 9:32 left in the fourth
quarter on a 20-yard scoring pass
which put the score at 25-18.
Winona State had one long drive
at the end of the game, making it
down to Southwest State's 22-yard
line, but the Warriors could not get
the football into the end zone and
loss the ball on downs with 14 seconds remaining.
The Mustangs outgained the Warriors 477-297 in total yards, including 211-63 yards on the ground.
Vogt had another impressive day,
completing 22 of 47 passes for 312
yards and a touchdown, but the pressure was on hime all day as he was
sacked 7 times.
Standout Dave Ludy had a rough
day, gaining only 38 yards on 17
carries and a fumble on a first-half

Thursday
Nov. 11

Friday
Nov. 12

kickoff return which eventually led
to a Southwest State touchdown.
Scott Schmaltz led the team in
receptions with 6 for 81 yards, followed by Ludy with 5 for 59 yards.
Charles Maddox and Tim Hanson
each added 4 catches apiece for 69
and 68 yards respectively.
On the other side of the ball for the
Warriors, Jeff Gudmundson had a
career day with 11 tackles, five for
losses, and two sacks to lead the team
in all three catagories.
Winona also grabbed four interceptions led by Garrick Beale who
hauled in two and Nate Gruber and
Todd Burns each added one to the
cause.
The Warriors next game against
Moorhead State in the Metrodome
will be a crucial game in deciding the
playoffs for the NAIA.
The Warriors defeated Moorhead
State earlier in the season but don't
look for them to fall over again.
"The winner gets to go to the playoffs and the loser does not," said
Hosier. "Our team is a little banged
up but they will be ready to play on
Friday."
In other notes, Nate Gruger broke
Winona State's career interception
record and Tim Young broke the career field goal record with his firsthalf kick.
Coach Hosier commented on the
records by his players. "When you
start winning, you start breaking
records like we've done this season."
Tickets for the Moorhead State
game at the Metrodome are on sale at
the athetic novelty store in the field
house from 11:30 to 1:30.

Saturday
Nov. 13

Moorhead St.
1:00
Metrodome
District 13
Tournament

District 13
Tournament
(if necessary)

Sunday
Nov. 14

"They said it"
The radio play-by-play after
Kansas State defeated Oklahoma:

"It's over! This game's over!
This ball game's over, and
you listen to me closely!
Because, for the first time
since Exodus, Chapter 14,
the Red Sea has been
parted, and Pharaoh's
Sooner chariot has been
swallowed up! Because
[coach] Bill (Moses) Snyder
says, 'Let my people go
from 23 years of Sooner
bondage!' We'll wind it on
out for Kansas State, because K-State winning, 217, over Oklahoma, it's a
big, big, big, big, big, big,
big, big, big, big Kansas
State victory over Oklahoma,"
Mitch Holthus,
radio announcer
"No football team should
allow throwing marshmallows with all those coins in
them. That should be
stopped. Marshmallows
are OK and fun, but when
you start throwing coins,
that should be stopped,"
John Cooper,
Ohio St. coach
Monday
Nov. 15

Tuesday
Nov. 16
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Men forget last second shot
By DAVID BOEHLER
Sports Editor
The Winona State University
men's basketball team has not said a
word about it. It's forgotten, done
with, history. That was then, this is
now.
Then refers to a last second shot
that the University of MinnesotaMorris sank, sending them to the
NAIA national championships and
putting a disappointing end to a
rather successful 19-10 season for the
Warriors.
"I was disappointed for the players simply because they had made
the national tournament their goal.
They pointed for it since the first
practice," said second year coach Les
Wothke. "We have never, ever talked
about it since then."
What the coach is talking about
now is the season-ending injury to
the team's third-leading scorer last
season in Rodney Ousley. His injured right pinky finger is the culprit
that dents the confidence of the Warriors.
"It's a setback," admitted Wothke.
"When I heard the news, I felt worse
for Rodney and I felt bad for the team
simply because he is such an important part of the team. Our style of
basketball really fit his talent-level
well."
Wothke will work on finding a
replacement for Ousley, something
most coaches would consider retiring over, but the coach tries to remain positive.
"You just don't jump up and replace that," said Wothke. "You look
at the silver lining...Rodney can do

these things but someone else can do
these things."
A lot of players figure to have a
chance at filling the Ousley void since
Wothke plans on using 10-12 players
a game to keep up with his aggressive style of play.
"We're going to be very aggressive with the defense and very aggressive with the offense," said
Wothke. "Hopefully it will be disciplined chaos. We're going to run the
ball and put pressure on the opponent. It's a style of basketball we play
well.
WSU only returns one senior, Ted
Conway, who shot 60 percent from
the field while averaging 3.5 rebounds in 20 games last year. According to Wothke, Conway is a veteran who's been in the program four
years and is a leader, thus replacing
Ousley as co-captain with Damon
Scott.
Scott, a six-foot junior guard returns after leading the conference in
assists (7.6 per game) while ending
fifth in steals with 1.7 per game. He
was named second team all-conference and made the NAIA District 13
team.
Sophomore Donald Jordan is the
key to this year's team, coming off a
16-point per game average. Jordan
was elected to the first team all-conference and all-district team.
"Many of the positives from last
year have carried over," said Wothke.
"One of the players told me that it felt
like practice never ended."
New positives for the coach will
be the addition of freshman Brian
Harms, an Illinois All-State Class A
selection who broke the Illinois

single-season 3-point field goal
record with 140.
Another freshman, Brad Sowinski,
plans to play a big role for the Warriors. He was a two-time All-State
(Wisc.) honorable mention and was a
nominated McDonald's All-American.
Scott Adams, a transfer from
Northern Iowa Area Community
College also fits in Wothke's plans.
"We are going to play the game
well and let the wins and losses take
its course," said Wothke. "Last year's
attitude was tremendous...that's just
carried over. Watch a practice sometime, they just get after it."
Next Wednesday the team leaves
for Alabama to play some nationally
recognized competition.
"This will tell us where we are,"
said Wothke. "Obviously we are
going to try to win, but it doesn't
matter. Come January is when it
counts in this conference.
NSIC champion Northern State
looks again as if the team to beat,
having only lost twice, to WSU and
in the NAIA National Championship game last season.
"Northern returns everyone," said
Wothke. 'The league, top to bottom,
is stronger this year than last."
That's all right with the head coach
who enters his 18th season, having
coached 463 games, winning 254 of
them.
"It's gonna be the fastest show in
town," boasts Wothke. "There's a
new floor going in and with 26 students in a pep band, I think its going
to be a big time atmosphere. It's
going to be fun to watch."

Women to play without a senior
Moorhead State, University of Minnesota-Duluth, and Northern State.
Returning players from last year's
Although
Winona
State roster include Sophomores Vickie
University's women's basketball Field, Kathleen Maxwell, and Molly
team has only been practicing for a Dybevik. According to Sheridan, this
little over a week, they have already year's Warriors will be centered
been picked to finish fifth in the around forward Vickie Field. Field,
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Con- a resident of Mount Horeb, WI., was
the lone freshman starter in the '92ference.
The Warriors will be starting their 93 season. Last year, Field scored an
1993-94 season without a senior on average of 15.5 points a game and
their roster. But this does not bother grabbed 5.9 rebounds. She is also the
second year head coach Terri__ top. returning _threelDoint.shooter in
Sheridan and her outlook of this the league.
Since Coach Sheridan was hired
year's season.
"Although we are a young team late last season, this season is actuand have few upper classmen, I am ally her first recruiting class.
"I am proud with the roster we
still excited for what this season and
the future holds for us," said have now. We have a talented team
because a large percentage of our
Sheridan.
One majoradvantage of this year's players have come from quality high
squad is the height in the roster. Al- schools," said Sheridan.
Juniors Megan Lanham and Michthough last year's team only had two
players who stood about six feet, this elle Dedin, both transfers from Illiyear's team is gifted with ten players nois Central Community College,
who are 5' 10" or taller. Coach and who played in their college's
Sheridan is extremely pleased with championship game, will be a new
this, for she feels that her team's addition to his year's team. Other
height will increase their competi- transfers include Megan Willrett, a 6tion with tough schools such as
By KEVIN BECHARD
Assistant Sports Editor

$

0" junior, who came from Elmhurst
College in Illinois, and freshman
Dawn Lambert, who came to WSU
from Mankato State. Rounding off
the list of transfers, Kelly Jansen, a 61" freshman from Woodbury, MN.
came to WSU from Kansas State.
Coach Sheridan feels that the previous week of practice has been a
good one for her players.
"Like last year, I am pushing for
the players to play strong man-toman defense. The players have also
proved that they are athletic enough
to withstand this kind of defense. I
also feel that we have a better start on
this year's season than we did last
year," said Sheridan.
As of right now, Sheridan sees her
team finishing in the top three of the
conference with Northern and
Duluth again supplying the tough
competition. She has also increased
the strength of the schedule by adding Division II schools such as
Mankato State and Wayne State.
The Warriors will begin their season on November 19-20, as they take
part in a two-day tournament hosted
by WSU at McCown Gymnasium.
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Men's Basketball 1993-94
Nov. 19
Nov. 22
Nov. 26
Dec. 1
Dec. 4
Dec. 8
Dec. 14
Dec. 18
Dec. 20
Dec. 29
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 12
Jan. 15
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 29
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 9
Feb. 12
Feb. 14
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 26
Mar.2, 8
Mar.15-21

North Alabama Tournament
Livingston (Ala.)
UW-River Falls Tournament
Saint Mary's College
South Dakota St.
Mount Senario College
Concordia-St. Paul
Quincy College
Teikyo-Marycrest
Mankato St.
UM-Morris
UM-Duluth
Wayne St. (Neb.)
Moorhead St. *
Northern St. *
Bemidji St. *
Southwest St.
UM-Morris
UM-Duluth
Wayne St. (Neb.)
Moorhead St.
College of St. Scholastica
Northern St. *
Bemidji St.
Southwest St. *
NAIA District 13 playoffs
NAIA National Tournament

7:30
730
7:30
7:00

7:30
7:30
7:30
730
7:30
7:30
7:00
7:30
7:30

Women's Basketball 1993
Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 30
Dec. 3
Dec. 7
Dec. 11
Dec. 14
Dec. 16
Dec. 29
Dec. 30
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 12
Jan. 15
Jan. 17
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 29
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 9
Feb. 12
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 21
Feb. 26

WSU Invitational
WSU Invitational
Upper Iowa Univ.
Concordia-St. Paul
Mankato St.
UW-Parkside
Lewis Univ.
Mount Senario
Univ. of South Dakota
A ugustana College
UM-Morris
UM-Duluth
Wayne St. (Neb.)
Moorhead St.
Viterbo College
Northern St.*
Bemidji St. *
Southwest St. *
UM-Morris
UM-Duluth
Wayne St. (Neb.)
Moorhead St.
Northern St. *
Bemidji St.*
Northern Michigan
Southwest St.

7:00
2:00
7:00

5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

* - Conference games
Bold Home games
-

AIRLINE BOARDING PASS
Destination: Japan
Departure:
Spring 1994 (April 11 - June 30)
Deadline:
December 15, 1993
YOUR TICKET TO JAPAN

LIVE AND LEARN AT

Minnesota State University
Akita
MSU-Akita Program Includes:
*Varied academic program:
Japanese language courses
Japanese culture courses
General education courses
Some upper division courses

*Cultural immersion:
Japanese roommates
Homestay opportunities
Field trips/local festivals/
cultural events

FINANCIAL AID & SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
SPECIAL TRAVEL GRANT
(FREE one way airfare Mpls/Tokyo with minimum one quarter enrollment,
FREE round trip airfare Mpls/Tolcyo/Mpls with minimum two quarter enrollment)
ANNOUNCING

Special Quarter Options for Spring 1994
Program includes special upper division courses that combine
theoretical knowledge with first-hand field experience

Program for Education Majors
Program for Business Majors

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND
APPLICATION MATERIALS, CONTACT:
Nancy Pleiss
Office for Akita Campus
The Minnesota State Universities
555 Park Street, Suite 230
St. Paul, MN 55103
(612) 296-5284

THE MINNESOTA
STATEUNIVERSITIES

TOP DOLLAR FOR
TEXT BOOKS
AT THE DOGSHACK
ACROSS THE
TRACKS ON
HUFF ST.
Sale Runs from 9:00 to 5:00
November 15,16,17,&18
Buying All Current Titles, Whether Used
At Winona State or Not!!!

Both Cloth And Paperback Books

$
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED
Earn a free trip, money or both. We
are looking for outstanding students or
organizations to sell our Spring Break
package to Mazatlan. We are the top
selling Mazatlan company in the fivestate area. For more info call 1-800366-4786.

Dear Phi Lams and Delta SigsYou guys really know how to party!
Sat. night was a blast! Looking forward to many more!
Love,
D-Phi-E, Theta Class

SpanksYou babe are the best! I'm really
missing you! We have to get together
and do Maui! It's been so long! Got
anymore of the orange lipstick left?
-Lung Chunks

GREEKS AND CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! For your Fraternity,
Sorority, and Club. Plus $1,000 for
Yourself! And a FREE T-SHIRT Just
For Calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 75.

PERSONALS

BEACH or SKI Group Promoter.
Small or larger groups. Your's FREE,
discounted or CASH. Call CMI 1-800423-5264

(haircut included)

ACRYLIC NAILS $30
Stop at HIS &HERS
73 W. Mark St. Winona Mn.
454-8125
(1 block from WSU)

ALASKASUMMER EMPLOYMENT-

fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo in
canneries or $3,000-$6,000+/mo on
fishing vessels. Many emplouers
provide room & board and
transportation.
No experience
necessary! Get the necessary head
start on next summer. For more
information call: 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5677
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+/month working
on Cruise Ships for Land-Tour compan
World Travel. Summer & Full Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5677

ADOPTION
Pregnant?
Loving, happily married and
financially secure couple wish to adopt
a baby. If you are considering adoption,
please call Amy collect, 612-436-6550.

SPRING BREAK

AmyAs a reporter, you should know that
you need to get the facts straight! You
are inaccurate in claiming that Rick is
the Advertising God! You know very
well who the true Advertising God is!
-The Advertising King

BROTHERS, WINONA'S BIRTHDAY BAR. ON YOUR BIRTHDAY
GET YOUR FREE BROTHER'S MUG
WITH ALL THE BEER OR SODA
YOU CAN DRINK. "COME CELEBRATE YOUR BIRTHDAY WITH
US."

MikeIt was a pleasure meeting you and
sitting next to you all quarter! Keep up
the practise and maybe you will be the
Pac Man God! I know you are going to
miss me but who knows, maybe our
paths will cross again! Keep up the will
power!
-Jen

JessDon't get your panties in a bundle!
That is if you are wearing any!
-Amy & Brian
RickYou are truly the Advertising GOD!
Bob better watch out!
-Amy

DeanAnn Union PartiersHear an outing in the making!! Have
fun, behave!!
p.s. Happy Birthday all you Birthday "animals"
See you Friday

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan from
$399. Air/7 nights hotel/FREE nightly
beer parties/discounts.
1-800-366-4786
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Name

SS /I

Address

Sold by

City / State / Zip

Billing

Phone

Type

Date (s) to Run

Classification

No. of Lines

Billed

Prepaid

National

Local

Rate

Student

Total Cost

Ad Copy
One letter per space include spaces ark; puriL.tratior - double underline words to be bold type

LI

1

1

I

1

1

Sch risOK so when are we going to go to
Chuck's? The quarter is almost over
and we haven't been there in S0000
long! Had a great time at the Mill Road
and party! So, when is your next
party?? I'll be there!
-Trip

My favorite Photo EditorWe are fighting! The reason? Just
because I want to be! Wow-that darkroom really gets dark!
Love,
Your favorite News Reporter

Send messages to your
friends, advertise items for
sale, or let everyone know
about an upcomming
event! Students just $.25/
line. Deadline is noon on
the Friday before the next
issue. Please prepay in the
cashiers office, Somsen
107.

FOR ( OLLEGE.. \O1 1.0.\ \ tit!!
I uit GuarJritt-ed Information

SherriHey, I haven't talked to you on the
phone lately! I guess we should
change that huh? You know, Dan
really had great hair! No matter what
the guys say, we can really appreciate
beauty! Let's do the Mill Road Again!
-Jen

HAIR PROBLEMS? We can Help!!
HAIRCUTS $5.95
PERMS $25 & up

LET THE WINONAN
CLASSIFY YOU!!!

GiaRoses are red, violets are blue, I'm
so happy when I'm with you!
-Bob

The Self Absorbed OneWee-Haw! Let's head on over to
the graveyard and make us some
vampires! Then we can go play some
pool at your place! Only if you promise
not to bite me! (Again!)
-The Innocent One
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-Jen
ShortlegsYa know, we really need to have a
girls night out more often! Thanks for
being there for me through it all! You
are THE BEST roomie anyone could
ever ask for! What am I going to do
next year without you? By the way,
how about that toilet?
-Stumblefoot

Hey Grampa JoeSurprise! Hope you have a great
Birthday!!
Kisses & Hugs,
The Golden Girls

Rates
Students 25 0 per line Local 25 0 per line National 50 pur line
All student ads must be prepaid at the Cashiers Oiiice 10/ Sornsen Ball
Student ID requited to pia,..e uJa .1 Stuuerit Idle
Winonan KryLsko Gorranons Winona Slate thri;ursiry Winona. Alp 5987

(u - /) 457-77

LITTLE CAESARS INTRODUCES...

SMALL WITH CHEESE
PIZZAS & 1 TOPPING*

1201 Gilmore Avenue

PLUS FULL ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD

$8.99

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 11-17-93

Little Caesars

PIZZA! PIZZA

(in the Winona Mall)

PLUS
TAX

452-8752

FREE DELIVERY
'

MEDIUMWITH CHEESE
PIZZAS & 1 TOPPING*
PLUS FULL ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD

9.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 11-17-93

Little Caesars

BIG! BIG/ BREAD
• 2 CRAZY BREADS
• 1 SAUCE

$2.79

PLUS
TAX

No Free Delivery

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
Expires 11-17-93

Little Caesars

FREE DELIVERY
SMALL
PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE & 2 TOPPINGS*

$8.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Ca cars.
*Excludes extra cheesy. Expires 11-17-93

Little Caesars

FREE DELIVERY
MEDIUM

2

PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 2 TOPPINGS*

$9.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 11-17-93

Little Caesars

PIZZA! PIZZA!

WINONA

FREE DELIVERY

PIZZA! PIZZA!

Little Caesars is currently offering "Free Delivery
Specials " to campus. There will be a $1.00 service
charge for off campus deliveries on these specials only.

